Senior leader development

SENIORLEADERSHIP
In-house
workshops for
Executives &
Senior Leaders
that are:

Senior
Leader
Development

challenging
stretching
business
focussed
career/life
changing

Building, running and
leading the business
How can you make sound decisions that will build
a successful and positive future for the business?
How do you lead the way to engage the talents,
hearts and minds of those who share the journey
with you?
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Senior Leader Development

DEVELOPING SENIOR
LEADERS & EXECUTIVES
Executive development
Build

Senior leader
development
Talent
Culture
Values

People focus
Lead
Engage
Inspire

Strategy
Innovation
Change
Confidence
Resilience
Belief
Presence

Business focus
Results
Customer focus
Excellence

Core leader
development
Run
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IN- HOUSE WORKSHOPS
FOR SENIOR LEADERS &
EXECUTIVES
Strategic leadership

Change leadership - personal resilience

Customer focus - outside in thinking

Executive presence & emotional intelligence

Building a competitive strategy

Leading with impact

Managing business performance

Developing talent

Social media - revolution & impact

Leading virtual & remote teams

Workshops for senior leaders to build
and run the business

Workshops for senior leaders to lead
the business

These are stand alone modules/workshops that develop knowledge, skills and
confidence in each of these areas.
As stand alone modules, they are inspirational
Combined into a programme they become a powerful change agent
Go through them all and we promise a transformational journey
Connect them to create unique talent development programmes
We can support participants with one-to-one coaching
We can customise the content to ensure alignment with the business
Participants can opt for an accredited journey with ILM accreditation/
recognition

www.development-training.com
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SENIOR LEADERSHIP
HOW DO YOUR LEADERS
MEASURE UP?
Confidential development planning
Coaching
Collecting quality feedback
Holding the mirror up

Confidential development planning & coaching- holding the mirror up
We offer a confidential development planning and individual assessment service. We can work on a one-to-one basis with a
senior leader and will:
• Bring greater clarity to their understanding of the role of a senior leader
• Work with them to collect objective data to help them gain a true (and transformational) insight into their skills,
capabilities and how they are seen by others
• Build a development plan that strengthens their role, position and their levels of success
• Provide coaching support as they learn develop and grow

Senior
Leader
Development
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Workshop - Building the business

STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP
HELICOPTER VISION
Understanding
strategy

internal Analysis
business strengths &
weaknesses
Ansoff matrix
distinctive competencies
market attractiveness

Environmental
analysis

SWOT
analysis

external analysis
opportunities & threats
industry analysis
customer analysis
competitor analysis

product &
investment
strategy

people strategy

Building on
strengths

Business
Strategy

customer
strategy

financial plan

embedding
the change

Senior
Leader
Development

communication
& marketing
strategy

organisation
design & systems
strategy

Models and
concepts in
strategy

A TWO-DAY
WORKSHOP

Strategic
Foundation

strategic direction

Developing a
clear vision

Helicopter
vision

vision
mission
values

Plan

managing
performance

planning document

Strategic
Leadership

growth - profit - market share - performance customer feedback - balanced scorecard

leading the
change

Results

Strategic leadership
Building a firm strategic foundation - Aims
This workshop is designed to help
leaders, managers and technical experts
to think strategically. It is highly
practical and those attending will leave
with a much greater understanding of
the process and with a range of tools and
techniques they can use. This workshop
focusses on building an effective strategic
foundation and by the end participants
will:
Objectives
• Be committed to taking an active role
in developing successful strategies for
the business

www.development-training.com

• Be able to use and apply the Strategic
Map Model to structure the process
• Understand the components of
building an effective strategic
foundation that can provide the
context for sound decisions
• Know how to develop a clear business
strategy that is coherent and effective
• Be able to use a number of different
strategic thinking tools
• Have greater confidence in their
ability to drive and/or contribute to
the strategic agenda
• Know how to develop authentic
mission, vision and values statements
and communicate these effectively

@dtctweet

• Know how to conduct a powerful
SWOT analysis for their business
• Have improved their capability in
presenting a business case
• Know what it takes to engage others
and gain their commitment

+44 2392 831102
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Strategic Leadership
Content & style

Workshop - Building the business

Course material
The workbook on this workshop acts as
a practical tool participants will want to
keep and refer to time and time again

We blur the line between working and
learning. At times this workshop will
feel like a really focussed business
meeting that a facilitator will interrupt
We encourage participants to work on their own
business or department when applying the
lessons/ideas and concepts from the workshop.
We use a minimum of academic or conceptual
frameworks; instead we focus on practical tools
and techniques they can take back to work.

Topic

Content

Strategic context

Why strategy matters. The strengths and potential shortcomings of the process.
Looking at examples of strategic success stories in the business world and comparing these to
strategic failures or indeed companies that seem to succeed through an emergent strategy.
Many popular models and ideas for strategic thinking were developed over 20 years ago. We
will look at strategy thinking in the context of a faster changing world to see if they still stand
up today.

Strategic map

How to structure the process. We use a short case study to illustrate the components of an
effective plan. We work through he Strategic Map Model and explore how this provides a
clear structure for the thinking process.

Internal analysis

Not all products and services are created equal. Every business will have areas of strategic
strength as well as areas of potential weakness. We will work through the use and application
of the Ansoff matrix to map out the range of products/markets on offer. We will then
introduce participants to Market Attractiveness Analysis to identify priority investment areas.
Participants will work through these models in teams to apply them to a specific business area.
We will also introduce participants to a strategic audit framework that can help them to
analyse the strengths and weaknesses of their current business.

External analysis

We will introduce participants to some of the tools available to capture data on the business
environment and how this is changing. We will work through five forces analysis and PEST
analysis. Participants will work through a real example and will consider how to strengthen
this process in the workplace.

SWOT analysis

The work on external analysis and internal analysis needs to be pulled together. We will
illustrate how to produce a useful SWOT analysis and explore how this can help with decision
making.

Vision mission &
values

We explore the various meanings of vision, mission and values by looking at examples and
case studies. We will then work through each in turn and will challenge participants to draft
an authentic statement. We will also work on what it takes to communicate these effectively
and engage others in the strategy development and effective delivery.

Presentations

We will ask participants to work in groups to present a board level strategic foundation outline
that covers all the elements covered on the workshop.

Preparing to plan

We will pull things together by looking at ways to engage teams and individuals on the
planning process.

www.development-training.com
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Workshop - Building the business

CUSTOMER FOCUS
OUTSIDE IN THINKING
The value of
the customer
experience

Senior
Leader
Development

The six
disciplines of
customer
experience

A ONE-DAY
WORKSHOP

Transforming
your business
through a
focus on
customer
service

Customer Focus
Putting customers at the heart of your
business
Most companies claim to be
customer focused. In fact they
can prove it to you. They can
show slides and mission
statements and booklets that all
illustrate their commitment to
the customer. Except they don’t
always do it terribly well.

The workshop takes an holistic
• Have worked through the six
view of customer orientation
disciplines of the customer
and considers all the implications
experience and have reflected
of taking on a customer service
on what needs to change
strategy. At the end of this
• Develop some clear strategies
workshop leaders will:
and actions to apply on return
to work
• Have learnt some lessons from
great companies who seem to
This workshop is all about taking
get customer service ‘right’
customer service beyond the
• Have reconsidered their view
rhetoric. It lifts the lid on
of the worth of customer
customer service to see what
excellence to the business
needs to happen behind the
• Have considered the
smiles of the front line staff.
customers’ view of the
business from ‘outside in’

www.development-training.com
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Customer focus
Content & style

Starting with some research
Before attending this workshop we will ask
participants to do some preparation.
We will issue a short questionnaire to collect some
high-level customer data and we will ask participants
to bring this to the workshop.

Workshop - Building the business

We hope that this brief moment of data gathering is
useful in its own right but we will expand on this
during the workshop.

Topic

Content

Introduction

Introduction to the day and the themes we will be exploring.

The myth of
customer service

Tom Peters once said - well he shouted to be more specific ‘if any organisation from either
public sector or private just treated the customer with common or garden courtesy, they could
have the lions share of any market they wanted as they would be alone’ - we will look at this
statement in todays economy.

The business benefits

Most people know that customer service makes sense but most underestimate the impact for
short and long-term results.

The ecosystem

Customer excellence is much more than putting a happy face on the front line. We will look at
the connections and linkages to see how the whole adds up to the the customer experience.

Six disciplines

We will explore each of the six disciplines of the customer experience. Specifically:
• Strategy
• Customer understanding
• Design
• Measurement
• Governance
• Culture

Feedback and
insights

We will discuss the research carried out in advance of the workshop and combine this with
our exploration of the six disciplines to identify key insights and observations.

Planning

We will encourage each participant to work through a series of challenging questions to help
them think through their own approach to customer focus and to make a start on an
improvement plan to take back to work.

Transforming the
business

We will conclude by looking at the lessons for the business as a whole and how the
organisation needs to respond to todays challenges.

www.development-training.com
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Workshop - Building the business

BUILDING COMPETITIVE
STRATEGY
The dynamic
nature of
competition

internal Analysis
business strengths &
weaknesses
Ansoff matrix
distinctive competencies
market attractiveness

Customer
strategy

vision
mission
values

SWOT
analysis

People as the
differentiator

Business
Strategy

customer
strategy

Organisation
design

communication
& marketing
strategy

organisation
design & systems
strategy

Communication
& marketing

financial plan

embedding
the change

Senior
Leader
Development

product &
investment
strategy

people strategy

Turning ideas
into a clear plan

Strategic
Foundation

strategic direction

Differentiation

A TWO-DAY
WORKSHOP

external analysis
opportunities & threats
industry analysis
customer analysis
competitor analysis

Plan

managing
performance

planning document

Strategic
Leadership

growth - profit - market share - performance customer feedback - balanced scorecard

leading the
change

Results

Business strategy
Making decisions - building for the future
This workshop is the ‘sister’ workshop to
‘Strategic Leadership ‘. This one takes
over where the other one finishes and
looks specifically at how to take decisions
that will drive business success. At the
end of the workshop, participants will:
Objectives
• Be reminded of the strategic map
model and how the strategic
foundation of a business provides
shape/context to the decisions going
forward
• Be able to think through the
consequences of decisions

www.development-training.com

• Know how to analyse customer needs
and to use this information to drive
strategic decisions
• Understand differentiation strategies
and how to bring these to life
• Be able to summarise the business
using a clear map that summarises the
business model and how value is
created
• Know how to prioritise investment
decisions
• Understand organizational design and
the drivers different designs can create
• Know how to create a development
strategy to ensure the knowledge, skills

@dtctweet

and behaviours of teams in line with
business aims
• Understand the role of
communication and marketing to be
able to bring plans to life
• Know how to shape decisions into a
coherent plan

+44 2392 831102
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Building Competitive
Strategy
Content & style

Workshop - Building the business

Course material
The workbook on this workshop acts as
a practical tool participants will want to
keep and refer to time and time again

A word for support functions and
managers who work in the middle of
large corporate businesses
The tools and techniques we explore in this
workshop work brilliantly for leaders working in a
support function or would describe their role as
‘in the middle’ of a large corporate business. We
believe it is just as critical for senior people in
these roles to understand the business plan and to
create meaningful plans for their own teams in
their own areas.

Topic

Content

Strategic Foundation

A reminder for some/an introduction for others of the strategic map model and an overview
of the context of strategic thinking. (We can of course omit this session depending on the
needs of the group and the organisation).

Business strategy

We will start with a business simulation that challenges participants to balance the multiple
demands of customers, people, shareholders, and forces them to make quick decisions on
costs, products, and marketing. We use the case study to introduce participants to the core
components of business strategy and how decisions in one area can impact another.

Customer strategy

We will start by exploring how to review customer needs how these can drive all other
elements of the strategy. We will use the competitive compass model to highlight different
differentiation strategies.

Operating model

We will introduce participants to a tool that helps them to summarise their business onto a a
clear value map. This shows how value is created in the business and highlights strengths and
weaknesses in the operating model.

People strategy

We will work through best practice examples of developing people as part of a strategic plan.
We will compare people strategies adopted by low cost budget organisations to those who aim
to differentiate through service.

Product development
strategy

We will use the Boston Box to summarise the product/service portfolio and to help make
decisions how to invest in the future.

Creating a business
plan

We will provide participants with a template they can use to consolidate all their decisions
into a clear business plan and will explain how to construct this.

Presenting a plan

We will ask participants to work in teams to discuss, create and then present a business
strategy for one of their business areas.

Preparing to plan

We will summarise the workshop by reflecting on the key messages we have covered and how
participants can use the ideas and techniques back in the workplace.

www.development-training.com
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Workshop - Building the business

MANAGING
BUSINESS
PERFORMANCE

A ONE-DAY
WORKSHOP

Results focus

A culture of
accountability

Senior
Leader
Development

How to
prioritise

Making things
happen

Planning - managing performance
Making sure the important things get done
This workshop will help
participants to become more
focused on results and will give
them tools, techniques and ideas
to focus their team(s) on results.
Participants attending this
workshop will:
• Know how to pull together a
set of clear objectives and
actions for their area of the
business
• Know how to write goal
statements for individuals and
teams that help them to focus

www.development-training.com

• Know how to work on
priorities for the areas that are
most important
• Know how to deal with poor
performance in a constructive
way
• Be able to use a simple but
effective tool to monitor
progress from individuals in
your team
• Know how to ensure the key
priorities receive the attention
they deserve

@dtctweet

A ONE-DAY
WORKSHOP
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Results
Content & style
Practical challenge
We will ask participants to come along to this
workshop and bring a list of projects/deliverables/
challenges for them and for their team.

Workshop - Building the business

They will leave with a much clearer understanding of
how to focus people on performance.

Topic

Content

Introduction

Introduction to the day and the themes we will be exploring.

Planning

The leaders role in setting the agenda and helping individuals and teams to focus on what
matters.

Goal setting

Going beyond the basics. How to write effective goal statements and why these matter.

Accountability

How to make sure people take responsibility for progress.

Giving feedback

How to use the SAID model to give constructive feedback to individuals or teams especially
when things don’t go so well and you need to raise performance issues.

Four disciplines of
execution

An exploration of the latest research on how to achieve goals and how these disciplines could
work for you.

Reporting

How to run team meetings and ensure people update each other on progress. This creates
team responsibility, takes the pressure of the leader and encourages a supportive yet
challenging environment.

Building a culture of
results focus

Exploring the barriers to achieving results and how to take control in your area of
responsibility.

Upward reporting

How to keep key stakeholders informed - the art of reporting and presenting.

Action planning

Your next steps and how to spread the word and engage others in the organisation.

www.development-training.com
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Workshop - Building the business

SOCIAL MEDIA
REVOLUTION &
IMPACT
Senior
Leader
Development

The changing
nature of
business

A ONE-DAY
WORKSHOP

The rise and
impact of social
media on
organisations
Linkedin,
Twitter &
Facebook friend or foe?
Developing an
on-line strategy

Social media
Doing business in a wired and wireless world
It wasn’t that long ago that
marketing decisions were fairly
simple. You decided how many
people you wanted to reach, how
much information to give them and
how much you expected back from
them. You would balance your
investment and your spend on
things like TV adverts, newspaper
adverts or perhaps trade shows or
visits from sales reps. You were
comfortable that, for the most part,
there was a correlation between
your investment and your return.
That a dollar or pound spent

www.development-training.com

would return two, three or more
times as much.
And then the world
changed...
Many managers grew up in an age
when todays popular social media
tools were unheard of. We are still
amused by leaders who attend our
workshops and mock what they
describe as new fangled technology.
The number of twitter users on our
workshops is less than10%. The
number of people who use
blogging is scarily low. The number

@dtctweet

of managers who buy into social
media as a viable business tool is
worryingly low.
This workshop will aim to shake up
your thinking. If you are young and
a regular user (addict) of social
media. You will see this workshop
as an amusing waste of time. You
will already ‘get’ the changes a
business needs to make. For the rest
of you, turn up, join in and help
your business to evolve.

+44 2392 831102
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Social media Revolution & Impact
Content & style

A practical workshop - ‘a game of
two halves’
We’d like participants to come along and be
prepared to dive into the world of social media.
We will split the day in two. The first half will
help participants to understand how social media
works. For those who don’t yet understand the
world of twitter, blogging, etc., we hope they will
come along and immerse yourself.

Workshop - Building the business

The second half (and leaders are welcome to
join for this part only) looks at the strategic issues
for organisations. How the wired world is
transforming the world of business and what can
be done about it.

Topic

Content

Introduction

The changing nature of business - scary or exciting statistics and data (depending on how you
view it).

Case studies in
transformation

Examples of adaptive and resistant organisations and the lessons learned.

Facebook

As a business tool - and the alternatives for organisations.

Linkedin

Business networking and leverage for your business.

Twitter

Customer feedback and connections in 140 characters or less.

Blogging

Building a community of willing followers.

Youtube

Viral marketing - the commercials - the opportunity.

Strategic foundation

Looking at the impact of social media on the core of your business and the opportunities and
threats it presents.

Strategic decisions

The impact of social media on:
• Customer needs and connections
• Product development
• Organisation design and systems strategy
• Marketing and communications
• People strategies

Actions and
networking

Agreeing the next steps and taking a few minutes to connect with colleagues before departing.

www.development-training.com
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LEADING CHANGE
PERSONAL RESILIENCE
Workshop - Leading the business

A TWO-DAY
WORKSHOP
Leading
change

Personal
resilience

Change
strategies

Engaging
people on the
journey

Senior
Leader
Development

Overcoming
obstacles

Leading Change
Taking the business in new directions
Whenever you are talking about change
you have to deal with ambiguity and
uncertainty. In most cases you won’t
know whether a change has worked
until weeks or months after
implementation. This workshop
provides individuals with the
opportunity to build a change plan from
scratch and to work on it with our
facilitators and other participants.
We discuss the context in which change
is taking place, how to engage and
energise the organisation to drive the
change through with you. We will
explore the leaders need to manage the
emotions and motivations of others as
well as their own levels of resilience and
resistance to change.
www.development-training.com

We provide a structure for developing a
change plan and will help participants
know how to present this in a positive
way to people.
In preparation for this session we will
help participants to understand change
in more depth. We will explore why
people resist change and why some
change initiatives fail.
Aims
At the end of this workshop participants
will:
• Understand the practical steps and
the psychology underpinning
successful change strategies

@dtctweet

• Have produced a written summary of
a change they wish to introduce
• Have worked through the change and
considered the resistance they might
receive and how to reduce this
• Have developed a project plan that
manages the personal concerns of
teams and individuals
• Have developed a plan that will
deliver business benefits within a set
time frame
• Have presented a change plan to a
tough audience and will be able to
tighten it up based on the feedback
• Leave the session with a very clear
change plan that is ready to launch

+44 2392 831102
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Change Leadership
Content & style
In theory and in practice

Workshop - Leading the business

There are many theories and models that aim to
explain the complexities of leading people
through change. We will explore some of these but
aim to make this as practical as possible.
Leaders will learn about change by working
through a case study and will then apply the ideas
and concepts to their own business and the real
challenges they face.

Topic

Content

Introduction

Introduction to the day and the themes we will be exploring.

Strategic context

Understanding the strategic context for change.

Case study

Exploring change by using a challenging case study designed to highlight the challenges and
issues presented in change leadership.

Change & culture

How some organisations emerge as change drivers whilst others take a more adaptive
approach. An exploration of where this comes from and how to evolve the organisation
culture to become more change oriented.

Leading transition

Understanding the nature of change and transition and the leadership issues this presents.

Responses to change

How individuals respond to change and how to deal with this behaviour/reaction.

Power and influence

Understanding the power network in an organisation. Understanding change and the power
dynamic - successful influencing strategies.

Successful change
strategies

Understanding successful models and approaches to change leadership.

Change and
transition in practice

Participants work on their own change strategies for the workplace - you will create a change
plan that draws on the learning on the workshop. There will be the opportunity to coach each
other to enable you to leave with a clear plan of action.

Action planning

Concluding with a summary of actions and outcomes.

www.development-training.com
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Workshop - Leading the business

EXECUTIVE
PRESENCE AND EI
Understanding
EI
Developing a
stronger
sense of self
awareness

Senior
Leader
Development

Seeking
feedback and
acting on it
Style,
approach and
your impact
on others
Influencing
strategies
Building
relationships

A TWO-DAY
WORKSHOP

Developing Executive Presence
Building Emotional Intelligence (EI)
This is a highly practical workshop
which will help participants to see
why executive presence and
emotional intelligence (EI) matter
and why there is a strong correlation
between high EI and excellence as a
leader.

the people and situations you
encounter.

The workshop looks primarily at two
things in detail.

We take these two themes and then
challenge participants to improve
and develop as a leader/professional
within their organisation. They will
be judged by your results so we need
to see how developing high EI can
help to deliver consistently high
performance.

Firstly you, your style, your
approach, your values and your
drivers. Your sense of self defines
who you are and your approach to

www.development-training.com

Secondly we look at relationship
building. What can a leader do to
build positive and trusting
relationships?
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This workshop will be challenging..
As part of the preparation, we will
ask to collect some data. We will seek
some objective 360 feedback
information as well as some informal
feedback from colleagues. We will
also encourage participants to talk
openly about the feedback they
receive on the workshop.
We will use the model of Executive
Presence to facilitate objective
discussions around what is a highly
subjective subject.

+44 2392 831102
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EI

EI

Action
Reflection
Receiving feedback
Building skills
Ideas & concepts

Executive Presence & EI
Aims

Self-awareness - the ability to know one's
emotions, strengths, weaknesses, drives, values
and goals and recognize their impact on others
while using gut feelings to guide decisions.
Self-regulation - involves controlling or
redirecting one's disruptive emotions and
impulses and adapting to changing
circumstances.
Social skill - managing relationships to move
people in the desired direction.
Empathy - considering other people's feelings
especially when making decisions .
Motivation - being driven to achieve for the
sake of achievement.

At the end of this workshop participants will:
Be able to understand and use a framework for emotional intelligence
Understand what we mean by ‘executive presence’ and have reflected on the impact on others
Be able to identify, assess and express emotions to achieve the desired outcome
Know how to acknowledge, empathise with & facilitate the emotional expression of self and others to enhance relationships
Have a stronger sense of self awareness
Have received constructive feedback from others and have had the chance to process this and to begin to act on it
Know how to use a range of influencing strategies to achieve results and positive relationships without sacrificing one or the
other

Workshop - Leading the business

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topic

Content

Understanding EI

The origins of the research - the challenge for individuals - the business
imperative.

Developing EI

Building blocks of EI in theory and in practice.

Self awareness

Self awareness, self belief and the impact on relationships and results.

Social skills

How to navigate through social situations - relationship building.

Control

Resilience - control and dealing with pressure.

Empathy

Building rapport - seeing things from others’ perspectives - motivators & drivers.

Feedback

Reviewing collated feedback from peers and colleagues.

Executive Presence

We will use the DTC Executive Presence Model to explore this topic in depth.

Reflection on personal impact

A practical session to ‘hold the mirror up’ to assess the impact you have on
others.

Influencing strategies

Building successful win-win outcomes.

Reflection & action

Consolidating learning & feedback into an action plan.

www.development-training.com
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DEVELOPING
TALENT Workshop - Leading the business

A TWO-DAY
WORKSHOP

Recruit
Focus
Nurture
Coach

Senior
Leader
Development

Mentor
Stretch
Engage
Empower
Being curious
Manage out
poor
performance

Developing Talent
Surround yourself with brilliance
This workshop takes a fresh look at
some familiar topics. The
workshop is designed for senior
leaders and we make an
assumption that they already have
some of the core skills (the building
blocks of effective leadership)and
our aim is to build on these.
The workshop starts by looking at
the importance of developing
talent at the highest level. We also
explore the implications of getting
this wrong.
From there the workshop takes on
a highly practical feel with a range

www.development-training.com

of tools and techniques designed to
enhance and improve knowledge,
skills and confidence in developing
talented people.
Our aim is to help participants to
raise the bar on developing people.
We will also challenge them to deal
with those who are not performing
at the right level.
We have found that poor leaders
make some common errors. They
fail to recruit great people in the
first place. They fail to deal with
people who are not performing
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(and this effects their own
reputation of course). They don’t
spend enough time coaching,
developing and mentoring people.
Some blame time management
and the pressure of work. Others
blame the employees themselves!
This workshop will develop the
vision, the skills and the
enthusiasm for people at the top of
the organisation to surround
themselves with brilliance.

+44 2392 831102
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Developing talent
Aims
At the end of this workshop participants will:
• Be able to take an objective view of discovering talent - able to spot signs
of potential
• Have improved their skills as a personal coach
• Have improved their skills as a mentor
• Have a greater insight into people’s motivators and drivers
• Be able to focus people on results in a way that builds success and
people’s self esteem
• Understand the power and limitations of performance management as a leadership tool
• Be able to deal with poor performance to raise the bar of your whole team’s capabilities
• Have developed a range of tools and techniques to facilitate group and collaborative problem solving to engage people on
the problems you are facing

Style
Content

Workshop - Leading the business

Real play
not
role play

We don’t like role plays - they can feel false and artificial. Fabrication of discussions and the
pressure to act and invent information and reactions is often used as an excuse for poor
performance. The learning can get lost.
We use ‘real play’
• We expect participants to bring real problem/issues and dilemmas to the workshop and
these become our case studies
• We will develop the skills by encouraging real debate and practicing ‘live’
• We will explore, demonstrate and practice a range of new tools and techniques and
leaders will feel confident to use them again as soon as they return to work
• We will demonstrate powerful techniques for engaging people by using real examples
• Participants will gain many personal insights that will help their own personal
development

Topic

Notes

Introduction & context

The business case for talent.

Spotting talent

The nine-box grid as a development tool - characteristics that define potential.

Selecting talent

Building person specifications that look for talent - improving how you identify and
select people who have greater than average levels of potential.

Focussing people

How to focus people. Going beyond the GROW model to make sure people are clear
- setting goals and project objectives that stretch and challenge people.

Coaching skills

Helping people to reach their potential - Behaving like a coach - Listening like a
coach - Sounding like a coach - Understanding like a coach - Structuring like a coach.

Curiosity

Improving your skills in paying attention and how to turn your curiosity up to ’11’.

Mentoring

How this differs from coaching - identifying mentors in the business - encouraging
mentoring across the business - sharing expertise.

Motivators & drivers

Recognising how to tap into these - the power and limitations of performance
management systems to motivate and engage.

Poor performance

How to tackle instances of poor or even average performance.

Working with talent

Demonstrating the ‘Big Brain’ activity as a tool that can be used to engage talented
people on a problem.

Personal development planning

Mapping a return to work strategy for you and for your people.

www.development-training.com

@dtctweet

+44 2392 831102
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LEADING WITH
IMPACT
Leadership
Authenticity
Trust

Senior
Leader
Development

A THREE-DAY RESIDENTIAL
WORKSHOP

Behaviours
Leadership
Values
Self control
Goals
Inspire
Impact
Action

Leading with Impact
An experiential journey
This is a leadership development who can really take charge and
workshop with a difference.
inspire a group of people.
Many people understand the
concept of leadership and team
working from a conceptual level.
Our participants are always
bright people and intellectually
they understand the principles of
leadership and building a
successful team.

This workshop has been
designed to lift the concepts of
leadership off the page and to
allow participants to experience
leadership and teamwork in a
constructive and powerful
environment.

performance. We ask
participants to embark on a
series of projects and challenges
designed to bring the best out of
teams and individuals.

The workshop is based around
There is of course a huge
some core principles and we
difference between those who
challenge participants to put
can quote the research and those leadership into practice and to
receive feedback on their

Experience

Act/change

Reflect

Learn

Using experiential learning
www.development-training.com

@dtctweet

+44 2392 831102
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Leading with
impact
Style
At the end of this workshop participants will:

Workshop - Leading the business

• Have a greater awareness of their strengths,
development needs and impact as a leader
• Have received feedback on their leadership
style
• Have reflected on their role as a team
member as well as a leaders and how best to
support those who lead us
• Know what it takes to help teams and
individuals to focus on goals and deliverables
• Have improved their ability to manage
complex tasks and to communicate and
engage people on the journey
• Be clearer on their personal leadership
values and how these impact performance
• Be committed and clear on the personal
changes needed to strengthen the role as
both leader and colleague back at work

Leading with impact
Aims
This workshop uses experiential learning. Most of the time will be spent working as part of a team and taking on a
variety of projects and challenges designed to hone each participant’s leadership style and to stretch their skills and
contribution as a team member.
We use outdoor development for part of the workshop. This helps build a a more authentic leadership experience.
The workshop is designed to put leaders into a situation where effective leadership and teamwork are the main catalysts
that forge successful outcomes. They will work closely with a facilitator and their colleagues on the workshop to extract
key learning points.
The programme also contains a number of central sessions that explore the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Values and authentic leadership
Focussing yourself and your team on results
Team dynamics in action and how to manage these
Personality and the impact on style and performance
Collaboration v competition
The power of constructive feedback to build confidence and performance

The workshop is a three day residential and concludes after breakfast on the morning of what would be day four.

www.development-training.com

@dtctweet
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LEADING VIRTUAL &
REMOTE TEAMS
BOUNDARY-LESS
Workshop - Leading the business

A ONE-DAY
WORKSHOP

Remote teams
Leading across
boundaries

Senior
Leader
Development

How to ‘glue’
teams together
Communication
through
technology
Trust feedback
across the
divide

Leading virtual and remote teams
Building collective strength in a virtual
world
As organisations become larger and
more geographically spread there is a
tough leadership challenge. How do
you engage with teams and
individuals that are not physically
located in the same place?
Leading across boundaries can
amplify the leadership problems that
emerge for a team located in the same
location. This workshop is designed to
look at the issues and the challenges
involved and to help participants
think through successful strategies.
At the end of the workshop
participants will:
www.development-training.com

•

•
•

•
•

Be clear on the additional
leadership challenges that arise
from working with remote or
virtual teams
Understand the similarities and
differences and needs from people
working remotely
Know how to adapt their
leadership style to suit remote
working
Be aware of the communication
tools available and the strengths
and limitations of these
Have acquired some practical tools
and techniques to help lead across
boundaries
@dtctweet

• Have greater personal insight into
the needs and motivations of the
remote worker to enable them to
connect more positively

+44 2392 831102
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Leading remote & virtual teams
Content & style
It is hard enough leading people when
you work in the same room - working
remotely can amplify the challenge

Topic

Content

Introduction

Introduction to the day and the themes we will be exploring.

Real team v remote
teams

An exploration of the differences we encounter when working with remote and virtual teams.

The strengths

Demonstration of the power of virtual and remote working.

Challenges

Demonstration of how virtual working can amplify some of the problems found in traditional
teams.

Successful leadership

Models and approaches that can help a leader get to grips with remote working.

Vision and clear
strategies

Why these need to be more persuasive and powerful than ever: - how to create a strong
binding ‘glue’ for the team.

Communication

How to use technology to close the gap - the dangers of relying on technology to close the
gap.

Remote working in
practice

A team activity that simulates remote working to illustrate the challenges in leading a remote
team.

Best practice

A look at the top tips employed by those who succeed in leading remote teams.

Action planning

Your next steps and how to spread the word.

www.development-training.com

@dtctweet
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Our senior team

Our clients include:
Our senior team
Andy Matheson
Ann Akers
Jon Davidge
Brian Stansbridge
Marc Auckland
Eve Turner
Helen Frewin
Alyse Ashton

All our people are comfortable
working one to one with Executive
Leaders or taking the stage at a large
conference. Every customer has asked
us back for more. Our feedback has
always been consistently high.
You will be impressed by our
knowledge, professionalism and our
hunger to develop new and exciting
ways to work with people. We have
some official ‘badges’ and we can
provide you with formal credentials if
you need them. If you need references,
we have some fantastic results and
experiences to draw on.

Adam Winter

IBM
Ageas
BT
Peverel
Wyeth
Innovise
The Post Office
Lloyds Banking Group
Network rail
Barclays
RIAS
NHS
Fortis
Zurich Financial Services
Hampshire County Council
Rolls Royce
Egmont
Rockwell Automation
Cofunds
Gillette
Duracell
Save The Children
United Biscuits

‘Inspirational’ ‘Professional’ ‘Full of energy’

Participant Feedback

‘Knowledgable’ ‘Thought provoking’ ‘Made the learning great fun’ ‘Top Performance’
‘ Challenging’ ‘Fantastic’ ‘Excellent’
‘Really understood our business’ ‘So impressive’ ‘Passionate about what they do’
‘Great stories to tell and real world experience’ ‘made the sessions fun and interactive’

www.development-training.com

@dtctweet

+44 2392 831102
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Contact Us

Contact us

By email

We stand out from the crowd because:
We create many of the tools we use
You won’t find our approaches and ideas elsewhere. We are creative and leading edge in our
approach

andy@developmenttraining.com
info@development-training.com

On the web
www.development-training.com

We are generous with our Intellectual Property

On twitter

Our clients can have any slide we use, any model, any handout to put on servers, copy for
participants as they wish at no charge. We retain the rights to our ideas but our clients are free
to use them

@dtctweet

We hardly ever charge cancellation fees
We don’t charge these unless we have set off on the day (and even then we probably won’t).
We understand the pressures leaders are under and don’t build in financial punishments just
because things change

Telephone
+44 2392 831102

Find us on Facebook

There are no hidden fees
We charge a daily rate and this usually includes all our preparation. You won’t see a bill for the
work we do preparing something for you unless you have specifically asked for a special
project

We are business focussed
Our team have all worked at senior level in organisations. They have experienced the challenge
of working in a tough and challenging business. We don’t just understand the theory of running
a business and leading people, we all have practical business experience

By mail
THE DEVELOPMENT & TRAINING
CO LTD
61A CASTLE ROAD
SOUTHSEA
HANTS
PO5 3AY

We are avid researchers
We are hungry and enthusiastic for more ideas. We are constantly updating our material to
make sure it is current, contemporary and challenging

www.development-training.com

@dtctweet

+44 2392 831102
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